Battery Guide
for AssetScan Models ASB, ASM, ASV

Battery Replacement
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Open transmitter case by pulling up on two latches on front 		
of case. Battery is located on left side of case.
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2 Peel back end of Velcro strap and pull it through metal buckle
so it is no longer around battery.
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3 Disconnect red and black wires from battery.

Battery can be pulled out if it’s difficult to reach connectors.		
Remove old battery from case.

4 Pull up on metal buckle from bottom of case to show more 		
buckle strap.
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5 Connect red and black wires to their respective terminals on a
new battery.

6 Lay new battery in case so bottom of battery is against

left side of case. Make sure terminals are towards back 		
of case.
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7 Slide Velcro strap through metal buckle.
8 Pull on edge and end of Velcro strap in order to feed across 		
battery to position buckle at bottom of case.
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9 Pull tight and fasten Velcro to itself around battery.
Close and latch lid.
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Battery Recovery
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If battery voltage is at least 8 volts, a full charge can take 6-8
hours. Charging is indicated by charger LED immediately
turning RED during charging, then GREEN when done.
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If battery is less than 8 volts, battery charger LED will
stay GREEN, indicating float (trickle) mode. In this case, to
expedite battery charging, it is required to disconnect power
connector (shown in figure 2) on transmitter’s electronics
board until charger LED turns RED (normal charge mode).
Once in normal charge mode, charger will provide enough
current to power transmitter’s electronics and power
connector can then be re-connected.

Notes:

Best practice is to charge battery before it gets below 11 VDC.
This charger is designed to avoid charging a really low
battery at a high rate as it will cause battery damage
(outgassing and plate damage), reducing battery life
significantly.
Float mode charging will not provide enough energy to
complete a transmitter’s reporting process, thus charger will
continue in float mode and charger LED will never turn RED
to indicate charge mode.

Please recycle old battery
at a local recycling center.
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